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China Pivot Door Manufacturer 

Handcrafted in China. Delivered worldwide. 

RY Pivot Door Company are one of the leading manufacturers of pivot doors in the China with 10 years of design & 

development experience. We have designed and manufactured hundreds of solid timber pivot doors and offer a wide 

range of designs, styles and finishes.

What is Pivot door

Pivot Doors are an excellent selection for applications that require a large opening with minimal floor space interruption.

Not only can some really striking results be achieved with oversized doors, but also make it possible for the door to be of

much heavier construction than standard hinged doors.

Feature of Pivot door

The key feature of a pivot door is the location of the offset hinge. On a traditional terrace door, the hinge is placed on the 

left or right; the pivot door’s hinge is located at the top and bottom of the frame. This location allows the door to pivot left 

or right.

How Big Can They Be?

Pivot doors can be pretty much as big as you like, and certainly far bigger than a standard door. We supply doors up to 

1,500mm wide and 3,000mm tall. But a pivot hinge makes the actual opening size of a door smaller. 

Why Have One?

They make a very definite statement and tend to be much more suitable for contemporary homes than standard 

off-the-shelf doors, where the size limitations can mean things begin to look a little off proportionally. The real benefit of

pivot hinges is the fact that you can have a very large, heavy door on them. Nowadays, I think a lot more people would

rather have one large door instead of double doors because it looks much more contemporary and you do away with a 

‘slave’ door you don’t really
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OUR WAY

OUR MISSION

• To create truly high quality wooden door with unique aesthetic and technical value for better architectural space.

• Through unique corporate activities, to create value for customers and contribute to staff’s happy life.

OUR VALUE

• Focus on creating value for customers.

• Driven by Inovation.

• Respecting and supporting individuals to foster both corporate and personal growth.

• Persist in sustainable development.

• Committing to ethical standards and correctness.

OUR PRINCIPLE

• Pursue excellence and value details.

• Achieve strong results through the promotion of diversity and teamwork .

• Move speedily and decisively in everything we do.

• Communicate frankly, think empathy.

BRAND CONCEPT

Space design originates from people's yearning for a better life. Good space design not only reflects the owner's aesthetic 

taste, but also takes into account the applicability of the space, and its ultimate goal is to achieve the personal appeal and

livable experience of the space owner.

Ry Door Systems regards wooden door as a part of the space itself, and re-examines its aesthetics, function, ease of use and 

other factors. Through continuous improvement of product design details and production process, products can be returned 

to the origin of design, meet different space requirements, meet different functional requirements, and meet the perfect

combination of art and function, so as to better serve people.
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CLASSIC SERIES

CL 01

CL 04 CL 05

CL 02 CL 03
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INDUSTRIAL SERIES

ID 01 ID 02
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FL 01 FL 02 FL 03 FL 04

FLUTED SERIES
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WOOD SPECIESSTANDARD VENEER STAINED COLOURS

Wenge oak Dark wenge oak 

Ice oak Light ice oak Clay gray oak White oak African Mahogany

Natural oakBlue gray oakLight clay gray oak

Black oak Walnut oak Teak oak

Clear

Corduroy

For clear glass,  double pane insulting glass available upon request. 

Fluted

Light Gray

Mid Grid

Light Bronze White Laminate 

Snow White

Frosted

GLASS OPTIONS
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Handle 01

Stainless Steel Satin Finish 

Pivot Hinge

Deadbolt Lockset -01 Electronic Lockset

Handle 02 Handle 03

HARDWARE OPTION


